
Make sure you don’t miss  
a thing with Legal Issue Trail™ 

on Lexis Advance®

Have you ever found a key passage in a case discussing your research issue  
and wished you could just jump quickly to a list of other case opinions citing  
that passage? With Legal Issue Trail™ on Lexis Advance®, you can.

Be confident you have the critical information for your case strategy or issue. The Legal Issue Trail™ tool  

is a quick and easy way to get a comprehensive view of the universe of case law around a specific issue.

Simply put, the Legal Issue Trail lists cases that cite to the opinion on a particular issue—as well as cases  

your opinion has cited to on that issue—so you can understand how the issue has evolved over time  

in a very efficient way.

It’s never been easier to find more  
on-point case law. Simply click the Activate 
Passages button under Legal Issue Trail 
in the About This Document box. Then 
select the passage discussing your issue  
to see related content.  

Log in: www.lexisadvance.com

Learn more: www.lexisnexis.com/advance
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Save critical time as you analyze the legal 
issues important to you

When you find a case of interest and drill down to a 

particular legal issue, use the Legal Issue Trail feature 

to find additional cases that have similar passages—

cases you may not have found through a traditional 

search method. This helps you navigate all the cases 

discussing your issue and identify those most clearly 

on the point of law that has the greatest relevance  

to you. 

Let’s see how this works 

Once you have done your Lexis Advance® search and 

found a case of interest and the point of law relevant to 

your search, you can click the Activate Passages button 

to highlight the passages within the case.

Clicking on one of the activated passages will return  

the following results: 

•  Additional cases that cite to your case for the legal 

issue in the passage you selected 

•  Supporting cases your case cites that support the 

selected passage 

Legal Issue Trail allows you to efficiently analyze how  

an issue has evolved over time by quickly finding all  

the connections between cases. 

Click on an activated passage (signified by         icon and 
boxed by dashed purple lines) to review the specific issue 
you want to know more about. Find related cases that feature similar passages— 

cases you may not easily find any other way. 

How does Legal Issue Trail find these 
relevant connections? 

Legal Issue Trail uses proprietary Lexis Advance  

search capabilities to validate cases displayed that 

have a citing relationship and include extremely 

relevant passages to your original point of interest.  

This tool will help transform the way you conduct  

legal research.  

Best of all, there’s no additional charge to use this 

technology; only normal document access charges 

apply as you open cases on the list.   
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